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Selleck, Randy <randy.selleck@drpt.virginia.gov>

The Grave Yard For Free People of Colour and For Slaves, Site #44HE1203
13 messages
LENORA MCQUEEN <lenora.m@prodigy.net>
Thu, Aug 1, 2019 at 8:32 AM
To: Emily Stock <emily.stock@drpt.virginia.gov>, Kerri Barile <kbarile@dovetailcrg.com>, "Kirchen Roger (DHR)"
<roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov>
Cc: "Shawn O. Utsey" <soutsey@vcu.edu>, Ana Edwards <ourrosewood@gmail.com>, Antony Opperman
<a.opperman@vdot.virginia.gov>, Carey Burch <carey.burch@hdrinc.com>, Christopher Smith
<chris.smith@drpt.virginia.gov>, Cyane Crump <ccrump@historicrichmond.com>, DC2RVAdocumentcontrol
<dc2rvadocumentcontrol@hdrinc.com>, "Dironna M. - DPW Clarke" <dironna.clarke@richmondgov.com>, Ellen Chapman
<ellen.chapman@gmail.com>, "Holma Marc (DHR)" <marc.holma@dhr.virginia.gov>, Jordy Yager <jordyyager@gmail.com>,
Justin Sarafin <jsarafin@preservationvirginia.org>, Karen Harrington <karen.harrington@hdrinc.com>, "Kimberly M. - PDR
Chen" <kimberly.chen@richmondgov.com>, Michael Mclaughin <michael.mclaughlin@drpt.virginia.gov>, "Ruiz Nick (DRPT)"
<nick.ruiz@drpt.virginia.gov>, Ryan Smith <rksmith3@vcu.edu>, Sarah Stokely <sstokely@achp.gov>, "Selleck Randy
(DRPT)" <randy.selleck@drpt.virginia.gov>, Steve Thompson <sthompson@rivarch.com>, Wayne Hyatt
<whyatt@moffattnichol.com>, "Wilson Joanna (DHR)" <joanna.wilson@dhr.virginia.gov>, "Wright Andrew (DRPT)"
<andrew.wright@drpt.virginia.gov>, "ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org" <ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org>

Dear Emily, Kerri and Roger,
I am still very concerned about how site #44HE1203 is being defined and viewed. The site is so
much more extensive than it has been depicted. It can be conservatively estimated at this point
the over 21,000 burials took place there. 1850 minutes of the Richmond City Council show that
the site was increase at that time by the addition of 9 acres and the City Hospital grounds. During
the Civil War Union Soldiers were buried on the grounds of this African Burying Ground.
Additionally a 1905 map shows this grave yard was extended behind the Alms-house and west all
the way to 2nd and Valley, and north to the Bacons Quarter Branch. It is very much my belief that
the determination that there would be no adverse effect to this burial grounds was extremely
premature. I also believe that the 1835 image that was used to define the burial ground was
misplaced on the present day map, and the burial ground extends into your project area more
than what was indicated.
I have attached a more updated version of my study regarding my concerns for this burying
ground.
Yours truly,
Lenora

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=d07e426e7e&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1640667801757825150&simpl=msg-f%3A164066780…
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Grave Yard for Free People of Colour and For Slaves and I-64 Widening & High-speed Rail 7-31-2019 update,
L. McQueen.pdf
6381K
Kerri Barile <kbarile@dovetailcrg.com>
Thu, Aug 1, 2019 at 8:35 AM
To: "Stock, Emily (DRPT)" <Emily.Stock@drpt.virginia.gov>, "Selleck, Randy (DRPT)" <Randy.Selleck@drpt.virginia.gov>,
"Ruiz, Nick (DRPT)" <Nick.Ruiz@drpt.virginia.gov>, "Harrington, Karen" <Karen.Harrington@hdrinc.com>, "Burch, Carey"
<carey.burch@hdrinc.com>, "Estes, Michael" <Michael.Estes@hdrinc.com>, "Walter, Stephen C"
<Stephen.C.Walter@parsons.com>, "Kleinman, Jennifer" <Jennifer.Kleinman@parsons.com>
Hey Emily,
Looks like we got another email just now from Ms. McQueen. We sent a suggested reply to Ms. McQueen to you on
Tuesday for your review and potential use. I've been in and out of the office so there is 100% chance that I missed it!
But have you had time to reply to her? Would you like someone else to review the reply and send it her way? With this
second email she just sent, I think we need to send something- even a "got it and will get back to you"?
I'm happy to help. What can we do? I know you're traveling!
Kerri
[Quoted text hidden]

-Kerri S. Barile, Ph.D., RPA ǀ President
Office - 540.899.9170, x1001 ǀ Cell- 540.623.5106 ǀ Fax- 540.899.9137
kbarile@dovetailcrg.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=d07e426e7e&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1640667801757825150&simpl=msg-f%3A164066780…
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<joanna.wilson@dhr.virginia.gov>, "Wright Andrew (DRPT)" <andrew.wright@drpt.virginia.gov>,
"ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org" <ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org>

Thank you.
[Quoted text hidden]

LENORA MCQUEEN <lenora.m@prodigy.net>
Fri, Aug 2, 2019 at 8:21 AM
To: "Stock, Emily" <emily.stock@drpt.virginia.gov>
Cc: Kerri Barile <kbarile@dovetailcrg.com>, "Kirchen Roger (DHR)" <roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov>, "Shawn O. Utsey"
<soutsey@vcu.edu>, Ana Edwards <ourrosewood@gmail.com>, Antony Opperman <a.opperman@vdot.virginia.gov>, Carey
Burch <carey.burch@hdrinc.com>, Christopher Smith <chris.smith@drpt.virginia.gov>, Cyane Crump
<ccrump@historicrichmond.com>, DC2RVAdocumentcontrol <dc2rvadocumentcontrol@hdrinc.com>, "Dironna M. - DPW
Clarke" <dironna.clarke@richmondgov.com>, Ellen Chapman <ellen.chapman@gmail.com>, "Holma Marc (DHR)"
<marc.holma@dhr.virginia.gov>, Jordy Yager <jordyyager@gmail.com>, Justin Sarafin <jsarafin@preservationvirginia.org>,
Karen Harrington <karen.harrington@hdrinc.com>, "Kimberly M. - PDR Chen" <kimberly.chen@richmondgov.com>, Michael
Mclaughin <michael.mclaughlin@drpt.virginia.gov>, "Ruiz Nick (DRPT)" <nick.ruiz@drpt.virginia.gov>, Ryan Smith
<rksmith3@vcu.edu>, Sarah Stokely <sstokely@achp.gov>, "Selleck Randy (DRPT)" <randy.selleck@drpt.virginia.gov>,
Steve Thompson <sthompson@rivarch.com>, Wayne Hyatt <whyatt@moffattnichol.com>, "Wilson Joanna (DHR)"
<joanna.wilson@dhr.virginia.gov>, "Wright Andrew (DRPT)" <andrew.wright@drpt.virginia.gov>,
"ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org" <ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org>

Emily, Kerri, and Roger,
The images below are being added to my study.
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The city rented land to the south east during the construction of the new Alms-house and during the Civil
War for the temporary Alms-house. There is reason to believe that these grounds may have been used for
burials during the war.
Yours truly,
Lenora
[Quoted text hidden]

Chen, Kimberly M. - PDR <Kimberly.Chen@richmondgov.com>
Fri, Aug 2, 2019 at 11:42 AM
To: LENORA MCQUEEN <lenora.m@prodigy.net>, "Stock, Emily" <emily.stock@drpt.virginia.gov>
Cc: Kerri Barile <kbarile@dovetailcrg.com>, "Kirchen Roger (DHR)" <roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov>, "Shawn O. Utsey"
<soutsey@vcu.edu>, Ana Edwards <ourrosewood@gmail.com>, Antony Opperman <a.opperman@vdot.virginia.gov>, Carey
Burch <carey.burch@hdrinc.com>, Christopher Smith <chris.smith@drpt.virginia.gov>, Cyane Crump
<ccrump@historicrichmond.com>, DC2RVAdocumentcontrol <dc2rvadocumentcontrol@hdrinc.com>, "Clarke, Dironna M. DPW" <Dironna.Clarke@richmondgov.com>, Ellen Chapman <ellen.chapman@gmail.com>, "Holma Marc (DHR)"
<marc.holma@dhr.virginia.gov>, Jordy Yager <jordyyager@gmail.com>, Justin Sarafin <jsarafin@preservationvirginia.org>,
Karen Harrington <karen.harrington@hdrinc.com>, Michael Mclaughin <michael.mclaughlin@drpt.virginia.gov>, "Ruiz Nick
(DRPT)" <nick.ruiz@drpt.virginia.gov>, Ryan Smith <rksmith3@vcu.edu>, Sarah Stokely <sstokely@achp.gov>, "Selleck
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=d07e426e7e&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1640667801757825150&simpl=msg-f%3A16406678…
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Randy (DRPT)" <randy.selleck@drpt.virginia.gov>, Steve Thompson <sthompson@rivarch.com>, Wayne Hyatt
<whyatt@moffattnichol.com>, "Wilson Joanna (DHR)" <joanna.wilson@dhr.virginia.gov>, "Wright Andrew (DRPT)"
<andrew.wright@drpt.virginia.gov>, "ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org" <ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org>

Lenora,

Thank you for your tireless research. One of my first priority is to define the limits of the site and burials, and this
information will certainly help.

Kim

From: LENORA MCQUEEN [mailto:lenora.m@prodigy.net]
Sent: Friday, August 2, 2019 8:21 AM
To: Stock, Emily <emily.stock@drpt.virginia.gov>
Cc: Kerri Barile <kbarile@dovetailcrg.com>; Kirchen Roger (DHR) <roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov>; Shawn O.
Utsey <soutsey@vcu.edu>; Ana Edwards <ourrosewood@gmail.com>; Antony Opperman
<a.opperman@vdot.virginia.gov>; Carey Burch <carey.burch@hdrinc.com>; Christopher Smith
<chris.smith@drpt.virginia.gov>; Cyane Crump <ccrump@historicrichmond.com>; DC2RVAdocumentcontrol
<dc2rvadocumentcontrol@hdrinc.com>; Clarke, Dironna M. - DPW <Dironna.Clarke@richmondgov.com>; Ellen
Chapman <ellen.chapman@gmail.com>; Holma Marc (DHR) <marc.holma@dhr.virginia.gov>; Jordy Yager
<jordyyager@gmail.com>; Justin Sarafin <jsarafin@preservationvirginia.org>; Karen Harrington
<karen.harrington@hdrinc.com>; Chen, Kimberly M. - PDR <Kimberly.Chen@richmondgov.com>; Michael
Mclaughin <michael.mclaughlin@drpt.virginia.gov>; Ruiz Nick (DRPT) <nick.ruiz@drpt.virginia.gov>; Ryan Smith
<rksmith3@vcu.edu>; Sarah Stokely <sstokely@achp.gov>; Selleck Randy (DRPT) <randy.selleck@drpt.virginia.
gov>; Steve Thompson <sthompson@rivarch.com>; Wayne Hyatt <whyatt@moffattnichol.com>; Wilson Joanna
(DHR) <joanna.wilson@dhr.virginia.gov>; Wright Andrew (DRPT) <andrew.wright@drpt.virginia.gov>;
ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org
Subject: Re: The Grave Yard For Free People of Colour and For Slaves, Site #44HE1203

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.
[Quoted text hidden]

Mitchell, Jennifer <j.mitchell@drpt.virginia.gov>
Sat, Aug 3, 2019 at 11:03 AM
To: "Stock, Emily" <emily.stock@drpt.virginia.gov>
Cc: Christopher Smith <chris.smith@drpt.virginia.gov>, Jessica Cowardin <jessica.cowardin@drpt.virginia.gov>, Michael
Mclaughin <michael.mclaughlin@drpt.virginia.gov>, Randy Selleck <randy.selleck@drpt.virginia.gov>, "Ruiz, Nick (DRPT)"
<nick.ruiz@drpt.virginia.gov>
Emily, good response. Is it possible to point her to a specific place in the FEIS where her comments are referenced?
[Quoted text hidden]

-Jennifer Mitchell
Director
Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=d07e426e7e&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1640667801757825150&simpl=msg-f%3A16406678…
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Stock, Emily <emily.stock@drpt.virginia.gov>
Mon, Aug 5, 2019 at 9:15 AM
To: LENORA MCQUEEN <lenora.m@prodigy.net>
Cc: Kerri Barile <kbarile@dovetailcrg.com>, "Kirchen Roger (DHR)" <roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov>, "Shawn O. Utsey"
<soutsey@vcu.edu>, Ana Edwards <ourrosewood@gmail.com>, Antony Opperman <a.opperman@vdot.virginia.gov>, Carey
Burch <carey.burch@hdrinc.com>, Christopher Smith <chris.smith@drpt.virginia.gov>, Cyane Crump
<ccrump@historicrichmond.com>, DC2RVAdocumentcontrol <dc2rvadocumentcontrol@hdrinc.com>, "Dironna M. - DPW
Clarke" <dironna.clarke@richmondgov.com>, Ellen Chapman <ellen.chapman@gmail.com>, "Holma Marc (DHR)"
<marc.holma@dhr.virginia.gov>, Jordy Yager <jordyyager@gmail.com>, Justin Sarafin <jsarafin@preservationvirginia.org>,
Karen Harrington <karen.harrington@hdrinc.com>, "Kimberly M. - PDR Chen" <kimberly.chen@richmondgov.com>, Michael
Mclaughin <michael.mclaughlin@drpt.virginia.gov>, "Ruiz Nick (DRPT)" <nick.ruiz@drpt.virginia.gov>, Ryan Smith
<rksmith3@vcu.edu>, Sarah Stokely <sstokely@achp.gov>, "Selleck Randy (DRPT)" <randy.selleck@drpt.virginia.gov>,
Steve Thompson <sthompson@rivarch.com>, Wayne Hyatt <whyatt@moffattnichol.com>, "Wilson Joanna (DHR)"
<joanna.wilson@dhr.virginia.gov>, "Wright Andrew (DRPT)" <andrew.wright@drpt.virginia.gov>,
"ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org" <ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org>
Lenora:
Thank you for your emails on July 29 and August 1, 2019. Regarding your email of July 29th, I want to assure you that all
of the data submitted by you and other vested parties have absolutely been taken into consideration by DRPT and FRA in
preparing the Final EIS for the DC2RVA Project and addressing project requirements under NEPA and related laws,
regulations, and Executive Orders. All comments and information provided in response to the Draft EIS during the public
comment period are addressed in the Final EIS. All comments and additional information received after the public
comment period for the Draft EIS—such as the information you provided in your original set of emails in December 2018
related to the Graveyard for Free People of Color and For Slaves— were reviewed. Your information was also distributed
to federal, state, and local agencies who are involved in the review of cultural and historic resources, leading to extensive
dialogues about this extremely important site. The data you provided on the history and significance of the area aided our
understanding of site chronology, and the information was included as written in Appendix D of the Final EIS as well as
summarized by DRPT and the project team in subsequent documents.
In the Final EIS, FRA and DRPT, with concurrence from DHR, concluded that the DC2RVA Project would have no
adverse effect on the Graveyard. Although the Project will have no adverse effect on this resource based on current
designs, FRA and DRPT have committed in the Final EIS to completing a thorough landscape study and boundary
evaluation, additional archaeological testing, and archaeological monitoring during Project construction to assure that no
human remains are impacted by the work (see page 10 here: http://dc2rvarail.com/files/1715/5913/5374/Part03_
Project_Commitments_DC2RVA_FEIS.pdf). Publication of this set of commitments assures follow-through by DRPT and
FRA. Once project funding is obtained and work moves forward on these commitments, we will reach out to you and
others to commence additional studies.
In the meantime, DRPT is continuing to disseminate data on the presence and importance of this site. On June 18, DRPT
and the project team met with Richmond Mayor Levar Stoney and several of his staff to bring attention to the Graveyard.
This meeting elevated their concerns on this area, and the City is considering steps to address the concerns brought up
by numerous individuals, including yourself. Beyond this meeting, additional steps being taken by DRPT to share
information on the Graveyard include: adding a cultural resource link to the DC2RVA webpage for easy public access to
pertinent data; listing the site and related commitments in the upcoming project Record of Decision document; and
continuing to set up meetings/emails/telephone calls with vested groups to discuss the history of this area.
We again thank you for your continued participation in the process and for all of the data you have submitted, including
your recent August 1st email. The comments and information you provided, as well as those sent by others, are integral to
the success of the study.
Best regards,
Emily Stock
-[Quoted text hidden]
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Stock, Emily <emily.stock@drpt.virginia.gov>
Mon, Sep 23, 2019 at 3:35 PM
To: LENORA MCQUEEN <lenora.m@prodigy.net>
Cc: Kerri Barile <kbarile@dovetailcrg.com>, "Kirchen Roger (DHR)" <roger.kirchen@dhr.virginia.gov>, "Shawn O. Utsey"
<soutsey@vcu.edu>, Ana Edwards <ourrosewood@gmail.com>, Antony Opperman <a.opperman@vdot.virginia.gov>, Carey
Burch <carey.burch@hdrinc.com>, Christopher Smith <chris.smith@drpt.virginia.gov>, Cyane Crump
<ccrump@historicrichmond.com>, DC2RVAdocumentcontrol <dc2rvadocumentcontrol@hdrinc.com>, "Dironna M. - DPW
Clarke" <dironna.clarke@richmondgov.com>, Ellen Chapman <ellen.chapman@gmail.com>, "Holma Marc (DHR)"
<marc.holma@dhr.virginia.gov>, Jordy Yager <jordyyager@gmail.com>, Justin Sarafin <jsarafin@preservationvirginia.org>,
Karen Harrington <karen.harrington@hdrinc.com>, "Kimberly M. - PDR Chen" <kimberly.chen@richmondgov.com>, Michael
Mclaughin <michael.mclaughlin@drpt.virginia.gov>, "Ruiz Nick (DRPT)" <nick.ruiz@drpt.virginia.gov>, Ryan Smith
<rksmith3@vcu.edu>, Sarah Stokely <sstokely@achp.gov>, "Selleck Randy (DRPT)" <randy.selleck@drpt.virginia.gov>,
Steve Thompson <sthompson@rivarch.com>, Wayne Hyatt <whyatt@moffattnichol.com>, "Wilson Joanna (DHR)"
<joanna.wilson@dhr.virginia.gov>, "Wright Andrew (DRPT)" <andrew.wright@drpt.virginia.gov>,
"ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org" <ekostelny@preservationvirginia.org>
Lenora:
I am writing to make you aware that the Record of Decision (ROD) for the DC2RVA project was recently published by the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA). Here is a link to the recent press release: https://content.
govdelivery.com/accounts/VADRPT/bulletins/25e44bf
Please note that we are adding a section to the DC2RVA website regarding continuing coordination and mitigation. We
will send a link when ready. Thank you for sharing your valuable research with our team.
Best regards,
Emily Stock
[Quoted text hidden]
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